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Abstract: E-Learning is that the technology that allows folks to be told anytime and anyplace. It includes all varieties of 
electronically supported learning and teaching and has evolved over a amount of your time. The advancement of web2.0 in e-
Learning is increasing day by day. Web 2.0 is a very important term that encompassing many new internet technologies. 
Discussion forum is one amongst the foremost economical web2.0 tool used for communication on web by posting a matter and 
watching for comment or answer. It have heap of knowledge within the variety of user generated content that is hold on at totally 
different locations. the aim of the paper is to critically review the ways of posting a matter and a treat discussion forum. varied 
connected work that are done and their gaps within the use of on-line discussion forums for e-Learning are discusses. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the growing quality of social networking code like Facebook, Bebo, MySpace and also the like, students ar exploit faculties 
and returning to Higher and additional Education with a replacement technological sophistication and with new expectations for 
communication. additionally, as school, schools and universities acknowledge that reflective and long learning ar vital goals in 
education, student focused learning and also the creation of student focused areas on-line ar gaining credence in instructional 
settings. we all know that effective learning needs access to social and educational networks for each study material and emotional 
support; per se, on-line communities offers a holistic data construction, support mechanism, and acknowledge that emotive activity 
is effective. Social forums, typically known as ‘Virtual Cafes’ or ‘Common Rooms’ may be established for courses or for programs, 
looking on the coed would like. Such areas give a standard space for college kids to come back along and discuss unlimited topics, 
together with social activities and academic ideas. they're substantiative areas for college kids, most booming with massive initial 
and second year courses wherever students wouldn't otherwise have the chance to speak with others outside their own tutorial 
cluster. it's controversial that students can expertise a bigger sense of community at intervals and a way of happiness to an academic 
establishment or individual department having had the expertise and convenience of the social forum on their course; this might 
arguably have implications for retention 

II. MODULES AND THEIR DESCRIPTION 
The system includes of four major modules with their sub-modules as follows: 
 
A. Admin 
1) Login: Canteen person have to be compelled to login victimization valid login credentials to access the system. 
2) Add Teacher: System permits admin to feature teacher with their details like name, email, contact, etc… 
3) Approve Student / Alumni: Students/Alumni, United Nations agency have registered themselves with success, are going to be 

sent to admin for approval of Associate in Nursing account. Once the admin approve the registration then solely 
Student/Alumni will access their account. 

4) Settle for Thread: no matter thread/post is intercalary by the teacher/student/alumni are going to be initial sent to admin for 
approval. Once admin approve the thread/post, it may be visible  to any or all. 

5) Read Thread: Admin will read all the accepted thread/post with its details and mark any thread/post as favorite. 
 
B. Teacher 
1) Login: A lecturer have to be compelled to login victimization valid login credentials to access the system 
2) Create/View Thread: A lecturer will produce a thread by mentioning the thread content, which is able to be sent to admin for 

approval. All the threads intercalary by the teacher may be visible  once it's approved by the admin. 
 
C. Alumni 
1) Register: The alumni person have to be compelled to register himself/herself with basic registration details and want to form a 

sound login id and countersign. 
2) Login: Alumni person have to be compelled to login victimization valid login credentials to access the system. 
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3) Create/View Thread: Associate in Nursing alumni person will produce a thread by mentioning the thread content, which is able 
to be sent to admin for approval. All the threads intercalary by the person may be visible  once it's approved by the admin. 

 
D. Student 
1) Register 
2) Login: A Student have to be compelled to login victimization valid login credentials to access the system.  
3) Create/View Thread: A student will produce a thread by mentioning the thread content, which is able to be sent to admin for 

approval. All the threads intercalary by the coed may be visible  once it's approved by the admin. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM AND PROPOSED SYSTEM 
A. Drawback With Current State Of Affairs 
1) Historically, student have to be compelled to visit faculty whenever after they have Associate in Nursingy queries or have to be 

compelled to recognize any info regarding an activity. 
2) Students have to be compelled to visit faculty, which could be remote to urge any information or answers. 
3) Might|it's going to|it should} consume student’s time and move may value student. 
4) The system isn't versatile enough. 
5) All the activities ar written and hold on in an exceedingly book/sheet, that is riskier and should get misplaced somewhere. 
 
B. Drawbacks Of The Present System   
1) Maintenance of the system is extremely tough. 
2) There's a chance for obtaining inaccurate results. 
3) User friendliness is extremely less. 
4) It consumes longer for process the task. 
 
C. Projected System 
1) Considering the anomalies within the existing system mechanisation of the full activity is being advised once initial analysis. 
2) The project is developed victimization Notepad++ with PHP as artificial language. 
3) There ar four entities can have the access to the system as follows: 
4) Admin 
5) Teacher 
6) Student 
7) Alumni 
8) Admin manages the system by approving the threads intercalary by the scholars, academics and alumni. 
9) Admin will read all the threads and might mark a post as favorite, which is able to be listed at the highest of all the discussion 

forums. 
10) Teacher, Student and Alumni have to be compelled to register himself or herself by filling up basic registration details and 

make a sound login id and countersign. 
11) All the entities ought to login with their valid credentials so as to access the system. 
12) System permits academics, students and alumni to form a thread/post which is able to be displayed among themselves and 

begin a discussion be commenting/replying and can also sort of a thread/post. 
13) Thread creator ought to recognize that they're act in Associate in Nursing surroundings that doesn't have the advantage of verbal 

tone, eye contact, visual communication and also the like. Careful thought of your communication is, therefore, necessary 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This was our project of System style regarding “Internet based mostly Discussion Forum” is developed victimization Notepad++ 
supported Php language. the event of this technique takes plenty of efforts from USA. we expect this technique gave plenty of 
satisfaction to any or all folks. although each task is rarely same to be good during this development field even a lot of improvement 
could also be attainable during this application. we have a tendency to learned {so many|numerous|such a big amount of|such a large 
amount of|such plenty of} things and gained a lot of data regarding development field. we have a tendency to hope this may prove 
fruitful to USA. 
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